This study proposes a new two-layer approach for spoken language translation. First, we develop translated examples and transform them into speech signals. Second, to properly retrieve a translated example by analyzing speech signals, we expand the translated example into two layers: an intention layer and an object layer. The intention layer is used to examine intention similarity between the speech input and the translated example. The object layer is used to identify the objective components of the examined intention. Experiments were conducted with the languages of Chinese and English. The results revealed that our proposed approach achieves about 86% and 76% understandable translation rate for Chinese-to-English and English-to-Chinese translations, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
With the growing of globalization, people now often meet and do business with those who speak different languages, on-demand spoken language translation (SLT) has become increasingly important (See JANUS 111 [I] , Verbmobil [2] , EUTRANS [ 3 ] , and ATR-MATRIX [4] ). Recently, an integrated architecture based on stochastic finite-state transducer (SFST) has been presented for SLT [3, 5] . The SFST approach integrated three models in a single network where the search process takes place. The three models are Hidden Markov Models for the acoustic part, language models for the source language and finite state transducers for the transfer between the source and target language. The output of this search process is the target word sequence associated to the optimal path. Fig. 1 shows an example of the SFST approach. The source sentence ''una habitacidn doble" can he translated to either "a double room" or "a room with two beds". The most probable translation is the first one with probability of 0.09.
. . 0-7803-8678-7/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE However, when the training data of SFST is insufficient, the results obtained by the traditional sequential architecture are better than the results obtained by the integrated architecture [SI. In addition, word reordering is still a thorny problem in SFST which is based on statistical-based translation methods [ 6 ] .
Therefore, we propose adopting example-based approaches for better integration. Such the adopted approach does not require the database to be as large as in SFST and can utilize word mappings between sourcetarget language of a chosen translated example for word reordering [7, 8] . In this paper, we further propose a new two-layer approach for the example-based spoken language translation. First, we develop translated examples and transform them into speech signals. Second, to properly retrieve a translated example by analyzing speech signals, we expand the translated example into two layers: an intention layer and an object layer. The intention layer is used to examine intention similarity between the speech input and the translated example. The object layer is used to identify the objective components of the examined intention.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the proposed two-layer approach. Score normalization is presented in Section 3. The experimental results are given in Section 4. Concluding remarks are finally made in Section 5 . ' 
THE PROPOSED TWO-LAYER APPROACH
Referring to Fig. 2 , the first step of the proposed two-layer approach is to expand translated examples, which have intention components and object components. After expanding the translated examples, the second step is to adapt the two-layer search plan composed of an intention layer and an object layer. At last, measurement modification is used to modify similarity measurement between the intention layer and the object layer. This study further discusses translated example expansion, two-lnyer search plon adaptation, and measurement modification. 
Translated Example Expansion
The process of translated example expansion is to group similar translated examples and compare their differences for expanding objects. Table 11 is shown below. For the paths between v~! and V n , a search block in the object layer, which will be referred to a score skip level block, contains more than one within connected path.
Trsining: Translated Exainplcs Lexicons
Vucabuluy She The intention sequence in the translated example is an important identification part, where the intention sequence would conduct the meaning of a translation. Therefore, the dissimilarity measurement of the part of the intention sequence is used to rank all the translated examples. However, the cumulative measured dissimilarity score is propagated to the length of the intention sequence. In this study, a length-conditioned weight concept is adopted to compensate this defect. The normalized measured dissimilarity (A(., V ; ) ) is determined as follows:
A v q e lNmber Of lexicons
Experimental analysis in this study indicates that the interval a , which yields the most accurate retrieval results, is [I .3 -6J.3 + 61. Therefore, the a is set to 1.3 in this study.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Task and the Corpus
This study built a collection of English sentences and their Chinese translations that frequently appear in phrasebooks for foreign tourists. Because the translations were made on a sentence-by-sentence basis, the corpus was sentencealigned after being collated. Table I11 lists a summary of Table I because Chinese is tonal, whereas English is not; thus, it is harder for C2E translation to obtain an appropriate translated example.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have proposed a new two-layer approach for example-based spoken language translation. According to the proposed approach, the translated example can be properly retrieved by measuring the speech signals on the intention layer and the object layer. Experiments using Chinese and English were performed on Pentium PCs. The experimental results reveal that our system can achieve an average understandable translation rate of about 81%. By collecting more speech databases, the system also applies speaker-dependent or speakerindependent HMM to the proposed two-layer approach for more robust speech translation. @ I
